


Imagine a single design piece not only bold on its own, 
but with the ability to melt into its counterparts and 
change the statement, the look, the narrative depending 
on what you need.

The new Fusion planks collection is formed as one. CORE
COnnect

COmpound

1



The base, the foundation of it all. 
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COre

CORE zinc 6-000-000PL
CORE lead 2-000-000PL

CORE carbon 1-000-000PL

double herringbone



COnnect
The amalgamation of the foundation and the 

highlight coming together.
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CONNECT carbon red 1-023-035PL

ashlar



The final unification, the explosion of vibrancy 
to create the reaction desired. 
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COmpound

COMPOUND lead aqua 2-021-031PL
COMPOUND carbon sand 1-007-099PL

ashlar



The synergy between CORE, 
CONNECT and COMPOUND 
make for a beautiful alliance, 
a symphonic flow.  
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CORE
COnnect

COmpound

COMPOUND lead green 2-048-002PL
CONNECT lead green 2-048-002PL

CORE lead 2-000-000PL

herringbone



– Mirela Stancu, Contopire
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CORE zinc 6-000-000PL
CONNECT zinc teal 6-046-021PL

COMPOUND zinc teal 6-046-021PL
CORE lead 2-000-000PL

CONNECT lead magenta 2-060-062PL
COMPOUND lead magenta 2-060-062PL

CORE carbon 1-000-000PL
CONNECT carbon navy 1-019-040PL

COMPOUND carbon navy 1-019-040PL

double herringbone



True to definition, Fusion planks can 
complement Signature’s other flooring options, 
such as our vinyl plank collections. 
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CONNECT zinc azure 6-040-036PL
COMPOUND zinc azure 6-040-036PL

basket weave



SUSTAINABILITY

Fusion planks are GreenTag® GreenRate Level A 
certified for Green Star projects.

Fusion planks can also contribute to points in the 
WELL Building Standard. 

EPDs and Declare labels available upon request.  
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Fusion planks can be ordered in 10 Shapes® by Signature. 50m2 minimum applies.

Specifications are subject to manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Dye lots may  vary in colour from sample and between 
production lots. All product purchases are subject to signature floorcoverings standard terms and conditions of sale. Please refer to our installation guideline, 
maintenance manual and warranty document for further clarification. As per competition & consumer act (CCA): “Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be 
excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss 
or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.”  
01/2020©

SHAPES® BY SIGNATURE
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SM 



CORE CONNECT

CORE lead 2-000-000PL

ashlar

Width of colour stripe varies across planks. 

CORE 
LEAD
2-000-000PL

CORE 
CARBON
1-000-000PL

CORE 
ZINC
6-000-000PL

CONNECT
ZINC YELLOW
6-082-003PL

CONNECT
ZINC TEAL
6-046-021PL

CONNECT
ZINC AZURE
6-040-036PL

CONNECT
LEAD AQUA
2-021-031PL

CONNECT
LEAD GREEN
2-048-002PL

CONNECT
LEAD MAGENTA
2-060-062PL

CONNECT
CARBON RED
1-023-035PL

CONNECT
CARBON NAVY
1-019-040PL

CONNECT
CARBON SAND
1-007-099PL

WITH THANKS TO OUR 
FURNITURE SUPPLIERS



COMPOUND
CARBON SAND
1-007-099PL

COMPOUND
ZINC YELLOW
6-082-003PL

COMPOUND
ZINC TEAL
6-046-021PL

COMPOUND
ZINC AZURE
6-040-036PL

COMPOUND
LEAD AQUA
2-021-031PL

COMPOUND
LEAD GREEN
2-048-002PL

COMPOUND
LEAD MAGENTA
2-060-062PL

COMPOUND
CARBON RED
1-023-035PL

COMPOUND
CARBON NAVY
1-019-040PL

COMPOUND

Our manufacturing process ensures no two planks are the same. 
Please note that there may be batch variations from different dye lots.

Comfi Bak® - optional backing for enhanced comfort. 50m2 minimum order applies.
Available in Shapes by Signature®. 50m2 minimum order applies.

construction  multi-level loop
yarn/fibre  solution dyed nylon
pile weight  580g/m2

pile height  4mm
gauge   1/12
tile size   250mm x 1000mm
total thickness  6.5mm
carton size  5m2

total weight  4.58 kg/m2 

dimensional stability <0.15%
backing   Thermo Bak™
electrostatic propensity  <2.0kv
fire rating ISO 9239.1 >4.5 kw/m2 critical radiant flux
recommended adhesive RLA Polymers GS300
installation method ashlar, herringbone, 
   basket weave
availability  in stock 
Comfi Bak® option  50m2  minimum
customise Shapes™ 50m2  minimum
traffic   extra heavy duty commercial
warranty   15 year limited
fire   suitable all areas
stain/soil   Ultra Gard (thermo chemical   
   treatment)
sustainability  GreenTag® Green Rate Level A 
   EPDs and Declare labels 
   WELL eligible 

multi-level loop
solution dyed nylon
612g/m2

4mm
1/12
250mm x 1000mm
6.5mm
5m2

4.61 kg/m2 

<0.15%
Thermo Bak™
<2.0kv
>4.5 kw/m2 critical radiant flux
RLA Polymers GS300
ashlar, herringbone, 
basket weave
in stock 
50m2  minimum
50m2  minimum
extra heavy duty commercial
15 year limited
suitable all areas
Ultra Gard (thermo chemical   
treatment)
GreenTag® Green Rate Level A 
EPDs and Declare labels 
WELL eligible 

multi-level loop
solution dyed nylon
646g/m2

4mm
1/12
250mm x 1000mm
6.5mm
5m2

4.65kg/m2 

<0.15%
Thermo Bak™
<2.0kv
>4.5 kw/m2 critical radiant flux
RLA Polymers GS300
ashlar, herringbone,
basket weave
in stock 
50m2  minimum
50m2  minimum
extra heavy duty commercial
15 year limited
suitable all areas
Ultra Gard (thermo chemical   
treatment)
GreenTag® Green Rate Level A 
EPDs and Declare labels   
WELL eligible

connect compoundcore



 

Terms & conditions: Specifications are subject to manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Product may vary in colour from sample and 
between production lots. All product purchases are subject to Signature Floorcoverings Standard Terms & Conditions of Sale. Please refer to our Technical Information 
Manual, Maintenance Guide & Warranty Guide for further clarification. © Signature Floors 01/2020

Limitations of the printing process
may not represent the actual colour 
of the product. Please refer to 
samples for final colour selection.

au 03 9401 0888
nz 0800 150 555

signaturefloors.com.au
signaturefloors.co.nz

See detailed installation guidelines & warranty info online. 

floorconcepts
innovation & inspiration


